Be among an elite group Financial Advisors to be part of the NSIC Founders Class November 10th – 14th. 
(You must apply and qualify for admission)

**WHY:** Despite the rapid development of a variety of threats, little is done to either protect investors or to mobilize investors to protect America.

» Millions of Americans remain concerned about how to manage their money in an uncertain world.

» The investment industry is not equipped to understand the impact of global political instability.

» Very few advisors can demonstrate a competent understanding of economic warfare and fewer are currently offering viable solutions.

**WHAT:** Today, the reality is that many of the greatest threats to the American way of life are economic and geopolitical.

» National debt has grown exponentially with growing dependence on potentially hostile nations for funding.

» The dollar is at risk globally. There is a move to create alternatives to Western payment systems.

» Foreign nations have cyber warfare capabilities that could wipe out financial markets.

**THE SOLUTION:**
An educated, informed, credentialed, and connected group of dedicated and values-based Financial Advisors is the answer to America’s National Security and Economic Threats and a key to growing your investment business!

**NSIC BENEFITS:**

» Your understanding will uniquely position you in the market place.

» You will receive education to enable you to provide portfolio solutions clients are looking for today.

» You will join leading experts in Finance and National Security to help develop responses for your clients and our nation.

» Be among the first set of credentialed advisors and help shape the future of NSIC for God and Country.

» Your opportunity is by invitation only and will allow you to be part of an historic inaugural class of a new breed of advisors, dedicated to rebuilding American strength through awareness, education, action and integrity.

**WHO:**

» CFA, CFP or ChFC Designation

» AUM of at least $50 million per advisor

» Understands Economic Liberty and Judeo Christian Beliefs

» Leader/Influencer in Strategic Positions

**APPLY:**
Contact Mike Carter at mcarter@nsic.org; Phone 214-385-3744 or visit nsic.org for more information about the Founders Class and the National Security Investment Consultant Institute (NSIC).